BARBER CHAIR

MAXIM
MODEL9500

OPERATING
INSTRUCTIONS
IMPORTANT
Intended Use of the Product
This product is intended for the exclusive use in hair salon for the treatment and
service, and must be operated or handled by the qualified/professional hairdressers or
by their staffs under the supervision of hairdressers.
Such hairdressers or staffs should instruct and/or assist the salon customers to
approach to and leave from the product.
Salon customers should not be allowed to operate or handle the product unless he or
she is so instructed.

1. OVERALL VIEW & MAJOR COMPONENTS
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2. OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
(1) Main Power Switch
A circuit breaker of 7 Amp. is built in the main power switch.
Turn ON the main power switch.

CAUTION
Operate the main power switch only by hand. Keep the main
power switch OFF when the chair is not used for long term.
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(2) Control Panel
Control panels are provided on both sides of the chair under the armrest.
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Manual Switches
qUp/Down switch
Keep depressing the switch upward (or downward) until the chair seat reaches at the desired
height.
w Backrest switch
Keep depressing the switch forward (or backward) until the backrest reaches at the desired
angle.
e Footrest switch
Keep depressing the switch forward (or backward) until the footret reaches at the desired angle.
uSeat Up/Down switch
Keep depressing the switch upward (or downward) until the chair seat reaches at the desired
height.
Automatic Switches
rAuto-return switch
Momentarily depress the switch , the chair will be brought to the initial position.
ty Preset switches
Momentarily depress the P1 switch ( or P2 switch ), the chair seat and backrest will be brought
to the preset seat height and backrest angle.
Vibrator Switches (Option)
iUpper/oLower part vibrator switch and !0Upper/!1Lower part vibrator indicator
Momentarily depress the switch once, the vibrator will be work to the wave pattern mode and
indicator wil be blinked.
The vibrator will be stopped after five minutes automatically.
Momentarily depress the switch twice, the vibrator will be work to the flat pattern mode and
indicator will be lit.
The vibrator will be stopped after five minutes automatically.
Momentarily depress the switch three times, the vibrator will be stopped.
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!2 Center position indicator / !32 Lock indicator
Momentarily depress the lock switch, and rotate the chair to the front position by hand.
When chair is the front position correctly, center position indicator will be lit and chair
rotation will be locked automatically then lock indicator will be lit.
!4 Heater switch / !5 Indicator for Hearter
Momentarily depress the heater switch, the heater will be work and indicator will be lit.
Safety stop
An automatic procedure (P1, P2 or Auto-return) can be stopped immediately by depressing any
chair control switch.

(3) Foot Switches
Lock switch
The chair can be rotated freely by momentarily
depressing the lock switch, and can be locked at any
position by momentarily depressing the lock switch
again. Keep the chair rotation “locked” to prevent
unexpected rotation.

Lock switch

Lock switch
Up/Down switch

Up/Down switch
The chair seat height can be adjusted by foot switch.
Keep depressing right side part or left side part of Up/Down switch to raise or lower the chair seat
until it reaches at the desired height.

CAUTION
Keep the chair rotation “LOCKED” always except when the chair is rotated. This is
to prevent the chair from unexpected rotation.

(4) Headrest Adjustment
Lift up the handle for headrest to the required position and rotate the headrest forward until lock.
When storing the headrest cushion, keep pressing lock button and rotate the headrest backward
then lower the headrest.
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(5) Cape holder
Push up the front part of cape holder and rotate the cape holder forward.
Pull the tip of the cape holder forward over the cape.
Catch the cape by pinching the cape by the tip of cape holder.
When storing the cape holder, rotate it backward and push in the front part of cape holder to
armrest.

(6) Iron control panel
1. Turn ON the iron switch, then indicator lamp (marked COMPUTER) will be lit.
2. Connect the iron to 2-hole outlet, indicator lamp will be lit.
3. The temperature increases by rotating the temperature control knob clockwise and decreases
by rotating counter- clockwise.
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3. ADJUSTMENT OF PRESET POSITION
Two preset chair position can be memorised.
(a) Set the chair seat, backrest and footrest to the required position, with manual switches.
(b) Keep the P1 Switch ( or P2 switch ) being depressed until the electronic sound is heard.
(c) Then release the P1 Switch ( or P2 switch ).
Now, a new preset position is memorized.

4. OVERHEAT PROTECTOR
The hydraulic motor pump is equipped with a overheat protector which protect the motor
from being damaged by overheating by excessive operation or by malfunction of switch.
Do not run the motor continuously.
Protector will be reset in about 10 minutes.

5. CARE AND MAINTENANCE
No maintenance is required except normal care and cleaning.
Clean vinyl upholstery, surfaces of metal and plastic components with mild soap and water.
Keep all the surfaces dry after cleaning.
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